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When small, medium and large companies, not-for-profits, tech innovators and government agencies come
together to generate bold ideas, the nation benefits from more groundbreaking innovations, strategic and
sustainable development, and social welfare.
At CSRBOX, we bring global leaders, forward thinkers and impact creators on the same platform, to deliberate, discuss, demonstrate and draw ideas to mobilize and channelize resources towards nation building and
community development. Our collective aim is to build a strong narrative for India's development sector and
discuss how we must reassess, realign and rethink sustainable development by being ingenious, innovative
and insightful.

India CSR Summit
The India CSR Summit, hosted by CSRBOX and NGOBOX, is the largest CSR forum in India bringing
together companies, CSR foundations, government agencies, non-profits, social businesses and advisory
firms to network, collaborate and scale up initiatives in the development and impact sector.
Built on the context of statutory obligation of CSR for corporations in India, the India CSR Summit, in the last
6 years, has truly become the convergence of social impact leaders from across the country. The event has,
in the past, witnessed participation of over 490 exhibitors, almost 6,700 organizations and 11,500 professionals. In its 6th edition, the summit, held on September in 2019, was a benchmark event in terms of the
scale, participation and knowledge sharing with 500+ corporate heads, 100+ exhibitors and 2,000+ delegates from 1,900+ organizations coming together on one platform to attend 30+ panel sessions on various thematic areas, 10+ masterclasses specially curated for corporate and non-profits, along with keynote
talks, product demos and networking sessions.

India CSR Summit 2020 (A Virtual Event)
In the 7th edition of this Summit, we have decided to go virtual. In the wake of the outbreak of the novel coronavirus in the
country, instead of being deterred, we are more determined
to leverage our expertise and experience, evolve with the
need of the hour and serve our stakeholders with the best
that we have to offer. The India CSR Summit 2020 aims to
became a confluence of buzzing ideas, transformative innovations, ambitious strategies and insightful conversations to
drive conversation and foster collaboration around CSR,
sustainable development goals and overarching social
impact.
Join us at the India CSR Summit 2020 as we bring together stakeholders in India's development and
cover a broad range of development issues.
It is our promise to bring to you a complete experience encompassing great networking opportunities, enlightening panel discussions, enriching key note addresses and much more. Watch out for
our updates on eminent speakers and value adding features on www.indiacsrsummit.in.

Key Highlights
01

Fully virtual set up with high-end technology platform giving it an on-site event like experience

02

140+ speakers including renowned thought leaders, CSR heads,
innovators and experts sharing their experiences.

EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS

03

2,500+ attendees from India and abroad, and an exceptional
opportunity to network with like-minded individuals during the
summit through the virtual interface.

04

Critical discussion around case studies of successful development
models adopted during and post COVID-19 outbreak, propelling
to identify key takeaways of how to overcome common challenges
and the way forward

The Summit Focuses On

Influx of professionals
from diversified but allied
fields, leading to broader
perspective and holistic
discussions

Bringing to you unparalleled
networking opportunity with
industry leaders and impact
sector professionals to
encourage flow of ideas,
collaborations and
partnerships.

Enriching, engaging and
multi-sectoral panel
discussions, masterclasses and workshops
with illustrious speakers
from across India.

Largest aggregation of
stakeholders from
various sectors such as
education, healthcare,
WASH, rural
development,
agriculture, environment,
sports and life-skills

Delivering action
points, best practices
and tech driven
innovations for
sustainable and
strategic
development.

Best practices during
and post COVID-19
outbreak, pertaining to
project management,
communication and
outreach by leveraging
technology and
innovation.

The Summit Brings Together

COMPANIES AND CSR FOUNDATIONS
STATE & CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
REPRESENTATIVES
NON-PROFITS/TRUSTS
IMPACT INVESTORS AND SOCIAL
INCUBATORS
CONSULTANCIES
SOCIAL ENTERPRISES, STARTUPS AND
INNOVATORS
ACADEMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTES

When

8th-9th December, 2020

Register here
https://www.indiacsrsummit.in/registration.php
To register, click on the link above. Once you have gone through the terms and conditions, you can either
register online or can download the offline registration form, fill it and send it to namrata@csrbox.org along
with the details of the transaction.

Our Pulse On The Media

About CSRBOX
CSRBOX.org is India's largest Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) analytics and information platform. It
lists CSR portfolio of 1100+ companies falling under the ambit of mandatory CSR with details of 7000 + CSR
projects covering 10,000 + CSR budget. The platform is the single largest CSR information dashboard for
CSR heads, board members of companies, nonprofit leaders, fundraisers, government agencies and social
businesses to find latest updates in CSR domain in India. It also displays company’s CSR financial insights
of past 3 years. For more information, please visit www.csrbox.org

Contact Details

For Registration
Prachi Godbole
prachi@csrbox.org
9909941952
For immediate
escalations, reach
out to
namrata@csrbox.org

For Exhibition,
Partnership
& MasterClasses

For Speaking
Opportunity
Saroj
Saroj@csrbox.org
8588928014
Please mark CC
to pooja@csrbox.org

Shilpi Jain
shilpi@csrbox.org
9560352170/
9971429654
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What People Are Saying

Bringing together people from different
sides, both from non-profits and from
corporates is an interesting concept. So
many people have contributed in so many
ways to turn this event into a smoothly
running meeting with many very interesting presentations and a very good atmosphere for discussion and networking.

Samit Aich
CEO, Small Scale Sustainable
Infrastructure
Development Fund (S3IDF)

Many congratulations for
organizing an event of this scale
with these many
stakeholders… As I said, ‘It was
Kumbh of CSR’ All the best!”

Ashish Srivastava
Head- CSR, Sustainability
and Corporate Communication,
Marelli India

Congratulations to you and
your entire team for organizing
such a fantastic event. Despite
multiple sessions and hundreds of delegates, the event
was very well managed.

Sangita Ghalay
Head- CSR, Honeywell India

“It was a great experience to
participate in the event and it
has been quite fruitful for us
along with the response we
have received for our product
at the event .”

